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Alaska Tribal Appeals, Inc. (A.T.A., Inc) is Non-Profit 
formed under The Indian Reorganization Act, sp#385-73dc, The 
Self Determination Act #1975 $450 a&b Congress and The Indian 
Child Welfare Act #1978-25 usc $1901-1963 & pl95-608.

A.T.A., Inc. goal is to enhance all Federal Laws, State 
Laws, Municipal Laws, Court Rules & Regulations and Constitutional Rights on behalf of 
Native/Indian and Lower Income People.

Due to the high amount of Native/Indian and lower income people in our prison system 
and lack of communication for legal representation, it is difficult to keep family 
units together, adjusting in a fast moving world, society often leaves some feeling 
helpless and hopeless, without a means to go forward, these are the ones who wind up 
in our correctional facilities, due to domestic violence and surroundings of sub
stance abuse, there is a fine line here where our children must be protected with 
dignity, pride, self esteem, culturely and spiritualy. Domestic Violence & substance 
abuse are not a part of Native/Indian Traditions, these are problems which have come 
to our communities, they must be resolved and cleaned up, the counci ling, job training, 
homeless facilities,are part of Alternative Defense Resolve, when applied in The Court 
Process at day one (If not sooner!) our children grow up seeing The Laws protect them, 
their people, they grow up having a healthier view of their place in society.

The Barter System allows jobs to be created from the craftmaker in the farthest village 
to the person retailing them nationally, at the same time this allows people to become 
independent from welfare as the financial projection and diagrams on the next nine 
pages describe this process.

Seventy cases a day go through the court system in Anchorage and Fairbanks, fifty of 
these cases envolve two children (Often more), fifteen cases a day do not reach the 
court system, these cases are in counciling, without legal representation their, rights 
are not being protected! (In the year since this research was done these statistics 
have almost doubled, random assaults have created even more difficulties to deal with)
The Homeless Section provides the individual with a means to step or move forward 
toward productiveness in the community, as it eliminates the difficulty of a legal problem.

It is Sovereign to be all we can be and the best example we can be.


